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OUR PURPOSE

Powering a
Sustainable Future

O U R PI L L A R S

Operational
Excellence

Growth

Environmental
& Community
Stewardship

Team
Excellence
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O U R VA LU E S

Copper Mountain
Mining Corporation

Every day, every shift,
everyone goes home safe

Innovation

Act with integrity

Quick, nimble,
flexible

Open, collaborative
communication

Empowerment

Challenge each other for
the good of the team

Invest in people
and resources
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CEO Message
Copper Mountain is Powering a Sustainable Future.
With this purpose, we recognize that as a sustainable producer of copper, a resource vital to a
low-carbon future, we have a responsibility to mine
with integrity and incorporate sustainability into all
facets of our business.
This inaugural Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) report is a demonstration of our
commitment to transparency, open dialogue, and
continuous improvement. Copper Mountain has
made great strides since its inception, and this
report tells our story; what we have achieved so far,
and the path we are charting for the future.
Copper Mountain is making important contributions to
the energy transition, and we are motivated to perform
to best-in-class industry standards, while demonstrating
industry leadership in emissions reduction.
ESG principles are foundational to our corporate
strategy and critical to how we continue to increase
safe, sustainable production of copper. Our approach is to minimize impacts on the environment,
deliver ongoing shared value to our stakeholders,
and drive long-term success. While ESG is fully
integrated within all of Copper Mountain’s four pillars, this report aims to focus on Environmental and
Community Stewardship and Team Excellence.

further attainable, yet progressively ambitious carbon
intensity reduction goals. We are working towards a
40% reduction to 1.8 tCO2e/t Cu eq by 2024 compared to 2019 levels and a reduction of up to 50%
over the next 5 to 7 years compared to 2019 levels.
We also have a goal to achieve net zero Scope 1 and 2
carbon emissions by 2035. Our goals align with the
Paris Agreement and the Government of Canada’s
commitment to net zero emissions by 2050.
We are proud to have met our sustainability goal
of achieving at least an ‘A’ or ‘Yes’ rating under the
Mining Association of Canada’s (MAC) Towards
Sustainable Mining (TSM) environmental and social
standards. TSM’s rigorous, third-party assessments of
eight critical aspects of social and environmental
performance challenges us to exemplify what
continuous improvement looks like within the mining
industry.

Environmental and Community
Stewardship

The key to our success on carbon reduction is
innovation. This spring, we became the first North
American open pit copper mine to commission
electric Trolley Assist haul trucks at Copper
Mountain Mine, our flagship asset. Through Trolley
Assist, we are reducing our haul truck diesel
consumption and driving towards our ambition to be
the lowest carbon intensity open pit copper mine in
the world. Copper Mountain received TSM’s
environmental excellence award in recognition of our
Trolley Assist project in May 2022.

Carbon Reduction - One of our key targets has
been to reduce our energy consumption and GHG
emissions, which has had the effect of reducing our
carbon intensity (tCO2e/t Cu eq). While we have
already had considerable success to date, we have

Our pathway to net zero includes investigating
renewable diesel, hydrogen, battery and fuel cell
technology for our haulage fleet and other innovative technologies, through continued collaboration
with our partners.

COPPER MOUNTAIN 2021 TSM PROTOCOL
RATINGS

Aboriginal and
Community Outreach
Biodiversity Conservations
Management
Crisis Management
Planning
Energy Use and Greenhouse
Gas Management
Child and Forced Labour
Free Certification
Safety and
Health
Tailings
Management
Water
Stewardship

AAA
A

Yes

A

Yes

AA
AA
A

In recognition of our
Trolley Assist project
Copper Mountain received
TSM’s environmental
excellence award
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Copper Mountain supports the B.C. Government’s
work to establish credentials for the mining sector
through the Mines Digital Trust. We are proud to be
part of an innovative solution that builds transparency and tracks products from responsible producers.

lenges, including the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
wildfires, and severe weather resulting in flooding
in Princeton, British Columbia, where the Copper
Mountain Mine is located. I am proud of our team
and how they came together to support each other
and the community.

Safety and Sustainability - Safety and sustainability
are critical to managing our Tailings Management Facility (TMF) and we have achieved a third-party-verified “AA” rating for the Tailings Management Protocol by TSM standards. Ensuring that our facilities
are designed, constructed, and operated to industry
best practices helps generate a high factor of safety
in our TMF. In addition, our TMF is reviewed on an
ongoing basis by an Independent Tailings Review
Board. Our TMF design and operation are reviewed
with community members of interest and, through
regular communication, we provide community
members with full transparency, up-to-date information, and a forum for discussion.
Reclamation - Reclamation is another critical part of
our commitment to be a responsible neighbour. We
build reclamation plans into the initial project planning phase of all mine designs. We are continually
advancing our reclamation efforts, scaling our progressive reclamation program to achieve our commitment to reclaim 25 hectares per year over the next
10 years, which is equivalent to approximately 42% of
the present (2021) non-economic rock storage areas.

Team Excellence: People Are Our Priority
Our strength comes from our people and the communities in which we have the privilege to operate.
Our ongoing commitment to the safety, health and
wellness of our employees and our neighbouring
communities underpins our success. It is no secret
that the past year posed several compounding chal-
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Being a good neighbour means prioritizing engagement with Indigenous and other stakeholders support through community outreach. We have an open
dialogue and ensure transparency with local communities and continue to invest in our local workforce,
with increasing opportunities for Indigenous Peoples.
We are also building our focus on Equity, Diversity
& Inclusion and have made great strides in recent
years both within our workforce as well as with
the makeup of our Board of Directors. We have
increased female employment by 51% in the last six
years, with women now making up 15.9% of the mine
workforce and 38% of Copper Mountain’s Board.
Indigenous representation of our workforce has also
increased by 33% in the last six years to 15.4%.

Commitment From the Top
Accountability for ensuring ESG considerations are
reflected in our corporate strategy starts at the highest
levels of the company, with board oversight and an
executive team that leads by example. The creation of a
senior management position to lead our ESG initiatives
reflects the significant priority we place on ESG. The
structure we have in place reflects our belief that ESG
work is transformative work that requires commitment
from all levels of the organization.
The company is also among the first mining companies in Canada to embed specific ESG measures in
our new compensation framework to further align
the team’s interests and goals. A new separate short

and long-term incentive plan links goals and targets
specifically to ESG outcomes.

Looking Ahead
We will continue to advance our ESG work across
the business, and continue to track our performance
against the TSM standards and our own ambitious
targets.
We are proud of the ESG achievements we’ve had
thus far, and we are committed to our plan and
goals, which include further improvements to our
ESG disclosure and adopting industry reporting
standards in future reports. Our team of 542 excellent and highly motivated employees are passionate
about the work we do together — for today and for
the future. I look forward to keeping you updated as
our sustainability journey evolves.

Gil Clausen

PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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Copper Mountain produces the materials essential to a sustainable future.
Our flagship asset is the 75%-owned Copper Mountain Mine located near
Princeton, B.C. The Copper Mountain Mine produces approximately 100
million pounds of copper equivalent per year. Copper Mountain also has
the development-ready Eva Copper Project, which is expected to add
100 million pounds of copper per year, and an extensive 2,100 km2 highly
prospective land package, both of which are located in Queensland, Australia.
In 2021, we met our sustainability target of achieving at least an ‘A’ or ‘Yes’
rating on all of the MAC TSM protocols, and significantly reduced our Total
Injury Frequency (TIF) rate by 32% to 17, compared to 2020.

Copper Mountain Mine

Record annual
production of

90 M 542 15.9% 15.4% 38% 17

pounds of copper
in 2021

Employees

Women
Employees

Indigenous
Employees

Women on Board
of Directors
Eva Copper Project

TIF Rate
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About this
Report

ABOUT THIS REPORT

This inaugural ESG Report formalizes the sustainability initiatives we have been undertaking for
years. It establishes a baseline for future reports
and marks our commitment to transparency in
reporting and increased sustainability performance.
As we strive for continuous improvement, this report
presents our 2021 performance on various ESG
topics. The performance information presented in
the Environment and Health and Safety sections is
specific to the Copper Mountain Mine and excludes
assets that are in the development and exploration
stages. Performance information presented in the
Social section and information presented in all other
sections are company-wide and applies to both
Canadian and Australian operations. Going forward,
we will continue to improve our disclosure and aim to
report to relevant industry standards.
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Paramount to our sustainability efforts is transparency
and accountability with our stakeholders.
This report contains the ESG information most
relevant to our business and to our stakeholders.
We are actively engaging with our key stakeholders
and communities — including investors, First
Nations, local communities, customers, business
associations, and employees – on the ESG topics
covered in this report. As our ESG journey evolves,
we will review all ESG topics with our stakeholders
and carry out a materiality assessment to identify
the most material ESG topics for our business. This
materiality assessment will inform our future ESG
reporting and we aim to refresh our materiality
assessments periodically based on business and
stakeholder needs.
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Environment
Copper Mountain is committed to the safe, responsible mining of copper, which is vital to powering a
clean-energy future. We consider climate change
implications in our business strategy and are developing facility-level systems to manage our energy
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. In
addition to taking action to reduce our impact, we
are also looking at ways to manage potential climate
risks and opportunities to ensure our operations
remain resilient.
Our corporate purpose is “Powering a Sustainable
Future,” and one of our top priorities is achieving
net zero carbon emissions by 2035 – 15 years ahead
of the national standard. We have already initiated
work to reach this target:
●A
 new electric trolley assist system was commis-

sioned in early 2022, that will reduce carbon emissions by at least 30% compared to 2019 levels when
scaled up to include the full haul truck fleet; and
renewable diesel, hydrogen, battery,
and fuel-cell, and other technologies to support us
on the road to net zero carbon emissions.

Copper Mountain is aligned with the goals of the
Paris Agreement and with the Government of Canada’s commitment to advance its Emissions Reduction Plan. As such, we have set an ambitious target
of achieving net zero carbon Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 2035. Additionally, we have set a short-term
target of reducing our carbon intensity (measured
in tonnes of CO2 equivalent per tonne of copper
equivalent, tCO2e/t Cu eq) to 1.8 tCO2e/t Cu eq by
2024, which would be a 40% reduction from 2019
levels. This target was determined based on production and diesel consumption projections, including
the diesel savings anticipated from Trolley Assist, a
new electric shovel and drill, and an expected reduction in BC’s grid intensity. Our net zero strategy
identifies the most significant sources of energy and
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and provides both
short- and long-term solutions targeting these sources. We are electrifying our fleet by installing

Trolley Assist technology and purchasing or retrofitting equipment that will help reduce our reliance on
diesel, as well as investigating alternative fuels and
energy sources, including renewable diesel, hydrogen, battery and fuel cell technology. Implementation and management of our energy use and GHG
emissions meets MAC’s TSM standard.
We are taking a responsible approach to reducing
energy consumption and GHG emissions while
increasing production. Our GHG reduction plan
focuses on Scope 1 and 2 emissions. Our Scope
1 emissions are primarily from the combustion of
diesel fuel in mine equipment and haul trucks. Our
Scope 2 emissions are based on purchased electricity consumption. Scope 3 emissions largely include
emissions from concentrate freight, smelting and
refining.

●R
 esearching

Climate Change, Energy
and GHG Emissions
OUR APPROACH
Copper Mountain is uniquely positioned to contribute to the energy transition. Copper is vital to the
clean energy future, and demand for copper, and
other metals used in clean energy technologies, is
rapidly increasing. Copper is essential for electric
vehicles, generating wind and solar energy, and supporting renewable energy production and delivery.

OUR TARGETS

Reduce carbon intensity to 1.8 tCO2e/t Cu eq by 2024
— and achieve net zero by 2035
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OUR PATH TO NET ZERO

The first step in our net zero
journey in 2021 was to increase
throughput to 45 ktpd which
supported an increase in
production, and to advance our
trolley assist project. In 2022
and beyond we will build on our
momentum.
1

Reducing up to 10,000 tCO2e per year

Investigate expansion of the Trolley Assist system,
further reducing haul truck diesel burn

2022

2023
Commissioned
1km Trolley Assist
system in Q1

2024

Increased fleet of Began renewable
trolley-capable haul diesel testing plan
trucks from 7 to 11
Increase production to 65 ktpd to further decrease carbon intensity

2027
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The Copper Mountain Mine is connected to the B.C.
electricity grid, which has one of the lowest carbon
intensities in the world due to being powered by
clean and reliable hydroelectric power. Unlike other
jurisdictions that get their electricity from coal or
natural gas power plants, mines in B.C. are uniquely
positioned to provide some of the lowest carbon
intensity metals and minerals required for the green
energy transformation. We have been working with
BC Hydro to upgrade the power supply infrastructure to the Copper Mountain Mine to provide more
power for Trolley Assist and future power demands
as we decarbonize and explore additional ways to
electrify our operation. The B.C. Government’s net
zero commitment for the province’s grid as part of
their 2030 CleanBC RoadMap will eliminate our

Scope 2 emissions and support our elec-trification
efforts as part of our net zero objective.
We recognize the power of working with likeminded organizations to advance new technologies to
achieve our net zero targets and creating shared
solutions. Trolley Assist is advancing in partnership
with Komatsu, SMS, ABB, BC Hydro and CleanBC.
The project, which was commissioned in early 2022,
has been designed to support four full-sized, trolley-capable 830E-5 Komatsu trucks at a time with
hauling ore up a one-kilometre section of ramp in
our main pit to our primary crusher while significantly reducing our carbon intensity. A total of 11 trolley-capable Komatsu trucks will be available to use
Trolley Assist in the pit, with each truck expected to
reduce diesel use by approximately 400 L per hour,

which is approximately 1 tonne of CO2 emissions.
The Trolley Assist system will reduce annual carbon
emissions by 30% compared to 2019 levels. This is
based on a calculated savings of 6,000 tCO2e per
year for the initial seven trucks as calculated for the
trial, which, when scaled to the full fleet of 28 trucks,
would produce a savings of 24,000 tCO2e per year
or approximately 30% compared to 2019 levels.
With additional trolley sections planned over the
next 5 to 7 years, we could see a reduction of carbon emissions up to 50% compared to 2019 levels.
This system is the first of its kind in North America
and is the key to Copper Mountain’s aggressive goal
of achieving net zero GHG emissions by 2035.

AVERAGE CARBON INTENSITY OF CONSUMED GRID ELECTRICITY
(B.C. COMPARED TO OTHER JURISDICTIONS)

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

Low Carbon

Fossil Light

Broad Mix		

Fossil Heavy

Coal Dominated

Source: Skarn Associates, 2022

GRID EMISSION FACTOR (kg CO2e / kWh)
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We are also working with partners to reduce emissions from diesel-powered haul trucks, which are
the single largest source of GHG emissions in an
open pit mine. In 2021, we established a partnership
with Cummins, Komatsu and SMS to test the use of
a renewable diesel in haul trucks, and we continue
to advance other partnerships to further reduce our
GHG emissions.
In 2021, we collaborated with the B.C. Ministry of
Energy, Mines and Low Carbon Innovation and
IBM to build a digital carbon emissions certification
system called Mines Digital Trust. Using blockchain
technology to attach ESG disclosures to metal production, this program enabled transparency along
the supply chain and allowed third parties to track
responsible producers through the Open Climate
Network, led by the OpenEarth Foundation and
the UN Global Innovation. A video showcasing the
Mines Digital Trust Ecosystem pilot was presented
by the B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Low Carbon Innovation at COP26 in November 2021, and
featured Copper Mountain Mine. This demonstrates
our commitment to broader net zero initiatives, and
we are committed to its success.
OUR PERFORMANCE
Energy
Total energy (fuel and electrical energy) consumption for Copper Mountain in 2021 was 2,960,343
Gigajoules (GJ), which represents a 4% increase
compared to 2,839,455 GJ in 2020, primarily due to
increased mining haul cycles.

ENVIRONMENT
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION: 2021

ENERGY CONSUMPTION PERFORMANCE: 2019-2021
3,500,000

3,001,681

2,839,455

2,960,343

3,000,000
2,500,000

1,187,605 GJ
2,000,000
1,500,000

1,772,738 GJ

Gigajoules (GJ)
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1,000,000
500,000

Energy from Fuel

Energy from Electricity

2019

2020

2021

0

Note: Total energy consumption has been calculated using reported values as per reporting requirements under the British Columbia Greenhouse
Gas Industrial Reporting and Control Act, Greenhouse Gas Emission Reporting Regulation (BC Reg. 249/2015).

Copper Mountain’s dedicated energy management
team is responsible for tracking and reporting
energy performance. The team consists of an Energy Manager and an Energy Steering Committee,
formed in 2020. The Energy Manager oversees
energy management campaigns and communications and discusses energy management priorities
with the site team. The Energy Steering Committee
supports decision making with respect to new energy saving projects identification, implementation,
and communication. Energy use by emission source
is reported on a monthly basis and audited annually
by a third party.
Copper Mountain is on a connected grid and our
electricity usage is measured through BC Hydro’s
e-metering system. We share our progress in a
quarterly Strategic Energy Management Plan with
BC Hydro. Copper Mountain is also a part of the
Association of Major Power Customers (AMPC)
and presents the voice of major industrial electricity
customers to the Government of British Columbia
and BC Hydro.
GHG Emissions
Copper Mountain’s Scope 1 (direct) emissions are
those that are produced from the combustion of
fuel, including diesel, gasoline and propane, with the
combustion of diesel in our haul trucks being the
largest contributor. Our Scope 2 (indirect) emissions
are those that are produced from the generation of
electricity that is purchased and used at our facility,
including for operating the concentrator.

In 2021, our total GHG emissions (Scope 1 and
Scope 2) were 96,863 tCO2e, which represents
a 6% decrease compared to 2020 emissions

ENVIRONMENT
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GHG EMISSIONS PERFORMANCE: 2019-2021
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40,000
20,000

2019

2020
Scope 1		

Scope 2		

(103,104 tCO2e). In 2021, we reduced GHG emissions
by 19% compared to 2019 baseline levels.
Our Scope 1 emissions were 92,807 tCO2e in 2021,
compared to 83,440 tCO2e in 2020. This increase
is associated with increased diesel consumption
due to increased tonnes mined and associated haul
truck consumption, and an increase in site construction activities.
Our Scope 2 emissions associated with purchased
electricity were 4,777 tCO2e in 2021, compared to
19,664 tCO2e in 2020. While our purchased electricity increased to 492,427,299 kWh in 2021 from
490,371,288 kWh in 2020, the significant decrease in
Scope 2 emissions associated with purchased

2021

0

Scope 1 and 2

electricity is directly associated with the decrease
in BC’s electricity grid carbon intensity from 40.1
tCO2e/GWh to 9.7 tCO2e/GWh in 2021.
Scope 3 emissions are other sources of emissions
produced within our value chain. As a first step in
tracking our Scope 3 emissions, we have identified,
and have begun quantifying, emissions associated
with the transportation of our final concentrate
product and emissions produced from smelting and
refining. In 2022, we plan to expand our definition of
Scope 3 emissions and will work with suppliers on
tracking GHG emissions data to better define emissions in our supply chain, as well as opportunities to
reduce those GHGs.
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ENERGY INTENSITY PERFORMANCE: 2019-2021
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Over the last few years, our water management systems have been upgraded and electrified by replacing diesel-generated pumps with electricity supplied
by the Copper Mountain electrical distribution
system. Not only has this contributed to a reduction
in diesel consumption but has also increased the
reliability of these systems.
Copper Mountain has numerous systems and
controls in place to track and report energy use and
GHG emissions. Quarterly energy use and energy
savings opportunities are reported in the BC Hydro
Strategic Energy Management Plan report. Annually,
Copper Mountain’s GHG emissions and energy use
data is reported and published on the Government
of Canada’s website. In addition, performance highlights are shared on the company’s website.

60

40
30
20

GJ/t Cu eq

GHG Emissions Reduction and Energy Consumption
Measures
To increase energy efficiency, we recently upgraded
all the lighting in the mill to high-efficiency alternatives. By replacing 414 light bulbs with high-efficiency LED bulbs and putting more lighting controls, the
Copper Mountain Mine is saving approximately 1
GWh per year.

ENVIRONMENT
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GHG INTENSITY PERFORMANCE: 2019-2021
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Copper Mountain is committed to investing in the
technologies that will get us to net zero by 2035. We
understand the importance of reducing our carbon
footprint while supplying the world with copper to
help power a sustainable future.
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Energy and GHG Emissions Intensity
To compare energy use and GHG emissions reduction performance across companies, performance
is also reported on a copper equivalent basis in the
form of an intensity ratio. Energy intensity is the
amount of energy used (GWh) per tonne of product
produced, which in our case is per tonne of copper
equivalent (t Cu eq). GHG emissions intensity, also
referred to as carbon intensity, represents GHG
emissions (tCO2e) per tonne of copper equivalent
(t Cu eq). This metric facilitates benchmarking against
other copper producers and across the mining sector.

In 2021, our energy intensity was 62 GJ/t Cu eq,
which represents a 1.6% decrease from our energy
intensity of 63 GJ/t Cu eq in 2020.
Our carbon intensity for 2021 was 2.02 tCO2e/t Cu eq,
a decrease of 12% from our carbon intensity in 2020
of 2.30 tCO2e/t Cu eq, and a reduction of 33% from
2019 levels. The decrease in carbon intensity achieved
in 2021 is largely due to a significant decrease in B.C.’s
electricity grid intensity but can also be attributed to
an increase in our production capacity.

Our carbon intensity includes Scope 1 and 2 emissions to provide a single carbon intensity metric for
our mine site.

High-efficiency LED bulbs and
more lighting controls have been
installed in our mill to increase
energy efficiency

CARBON INTENSITY CURVE FOR COPPER PRODUCTION
(COPPER MOUNTAIN MINING COMPARED TO OTHER PRODUCERS)

E0: Scope 1+2 (tCo2e/t Cu eq) 2021
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Reclamation and Biodiversity

We start our progressive reclamation activities
during our mine operations phase, which for the
Copper Mountain Mine began in 2018. The 2018
reclamation areas were small scale initial trials. Our
progressive reclamation program will ramp up to
25 hectares (ha) of reclamation per year over the
next 10 years. Our progressive reclamation is made
possible by an innovative partnership with the City
of Vancouver, Arrow Transportation, and a local First
Nations partner. Copper Mountain uses Class A
biosolids from the City of Vancouver to supplement
the overburden from the Copper Mountain Mine to
produce a biosolids reclamation soil which supports
an effective and organic reclamation process.

OUR APPROACH
Copper Mountain prioritizes biodiversity and
reclamation, focusing on minimal disturbance and
increasing areas that can be reclaimed prior to site
closure.

Our mine planning starts with a comprehensive,
progressive reclamation plan to safely transition
from mining operations to closure. This includes
planning for closure, allocating appropriate
resources, and engaging with stakeholders
and local First Nations at the earliest stages of
operations, well-ahead of the 12-month pre-closure
plan. At the Copper Mountain Mine, we worked
with the Upper Similkameen Indian Band (USIB)
and Lower Similkameen Indian Band (LSIB) to
define end land use objectives and to understand
the baseline conditions related to the social,
economic, environmental, and cultural aspects of
our operations and the desired recreational and
traditional end land uses for the mine site.
This proactive planning ensures that we allocate
adequate resources to support reclamation
planning, implementation, and monitoring activities
at all stages of our mines’ life cycle. Our goal is to
have our mine sites mostly reclaimed before the
end of operations, leaving only a small portion of
disturbed areas to be reclaimed during closure.

The “mitigation hierarchy” is a crucial concept to
support companies in limiting their negative impacts
on biodiversity. It includes four steps:
1 Avoid creating any negative impact on biodiver-

sity from the outset of a project

2 Minimize negative impacts on biodiversity at

every opportunity
3 Rehabilitate or restore negatively impacted

ecosystems

4 If an ecosystem cannot be restored, offset

impacts by restoring other degraded habitats
Copper Mountain has adopted this concept in our
Biodiversity Conservation Management Plan.
Source: MAC TSM Biodiversity Conservation Management
Protocol, Learn About the Protocol, 2020
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OUR TARGET

Reclaim 25 hectares per
year through progressive
reclamation program
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At the closure stage, which occurs at end of the
mine’s life and when milling operations are completed, facilities and infrastructure are decommissioned,
and any remaining disturbed areas will be reclaimed
to a self-sustaining state that will support the designated end land use. Areas that are exempt from
reclamation will remain, including pit high walls, access roads, and power lines as they cannot be, or do
not need to be, reclaimed. Monitoring programs to
measure the effectiveness of reclamation activities
will continue into post-closure, in addition to other
ongoing care and maintenance activities.

Our reclamation goals and objectives are set out
under the terms and conditions of our permit, including ensuring:

We started the process of developing an End Land
Use Plan (ELUP) for the Copper Mountain Mine in
collaboration with the local First Nations in 2019, and
this work continues today. The conceptual ELUP was
completed in 2021, and the detailed ELUP is currently in development. Both the LSIB and USIB are
working with a consultant to develop an ELUP for
the mine that will also be part of the detailed ELUP.
Copper Mountain has developed strategies for
achieving end land use and reclamation objectives
including promoting physical stability, water quality
and watercourse protection, sediment retention and
erosion control, soil salvage and storage, suitable
re-vegetation, and invasive species management.
These strategies, along with our plan to manage
biodiversity conservation for vegetation, wildlife,
water, and aquatic components, and a detailed
monitoring plan for reclamation, are outlined in
Copper Mountain’s Biodiversity Conservation
Management Plan.
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●T
 he

land surface is reclaimed with the intent of
re-establishing average pre-mining capability and
productivity conditions for land use objectives for
wildlife habitat and re-establishing opportunities
for traditional use of land by the USIB and LSIB;

●T
 he

land is revegetated to a self-sustaining state
using appropriate native plant species; and

●T
 hat

revegetation practices are for the purpose
of creating diversity and wildlife habitat, as well as
for Indigenous cultural uses where appropriate.

AREA RECLAIMED: 2021
91 ha
(15%)

OUR PERFORMANCE
Biodiversity and Reclamation
At the end of 2021, Copper Mountain had a total
of 1,586 ha of disturbed area, of which 205 ha are
exempt. A total of 201 ha has been reclaimed and
1,180 ha have yet to be reclaimed. Of the total area
to be reclaimed, only 591 ha are available for reclamation. Areas available for reclamation include
non-economic rock storage areas that have reached
their capacity. While disturbance will generally still
increase over the life of the mine, our goal is to continue scaling up progressive reclamation while also
minimizing the total disturbed area that requires
reclamation.

PROGRESSIVE RECLAMATION ACTIVITY

38 ha
(6%)

77 ha

Year

Progressive reclamation1,2activity (ha)

2021		

17.0

2020		

28.3

2019		

7.7

2018		

5.0

(12%)

423 ha
(67%)

Exempt

None

Ongoing

Revegetated

Based on area available for reclamation (i.e. non-economic
rock storage areas that have reached their capacity).

1 Refers to non-economic rock storage areas reclamation areas included in the
progressive reclamation program only.
2 Includes areas that have been recontoured and soiled.
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Our reclamation activities in 2021 included recontouring non-economic rock storage areas slopes,
application of biosolid reclamation soil, and seeding
the non-economic rock storage areas reclamation
areas with grasses and forbs, including heli-seeding,
which reduced the seeding time and provided better coverage. For other areas on site, including the
Wolfe Creek Realignment Project and Wolfe Creek
Fish Habitat Offsetting Plan (FHOP), we completed
a willow harvesting and planting program to provide
riparian stability to the newly constructed ponds
and channels as part of our reclamation work.

Initiatives and Next Steps
The reclamation monitoring aspects of our Biodiversity Conservation Management Plan will be fully implemented in 2022 and a reclamation monitoring plan
was developed in Q2 2022. This will include a training component for site environmental technicians,
allowing for site-level implementation, with oversight
by our wildlife and vegetation qualified professionals.
We hope to increase engagement with external conservation groups on regionally important biodiversity
conservation initiatives to participate in biodiversity
conservation matter beyond the mine property.
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TREES & SHRUBS PLANTED: 2021
Wolfe Creek Realignment area

4,800
11,700
trees planted

shrubs planted

Wolfe Creek Fish Habitat
Offsetting Plan area

719

trees planted

2,157

shrubs planted

8,000

willow and dogwood
stakes planted
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CASE STUDY

Wolfe Creek Fish Habitat Offsetting Plan
To protect the toe of the East Dam at the Copper Mountain Mine and prevent
encroachment into Wolfe Creek, we realigned 2.9 km of Wolfe Creek in 2020,
known as the Wolfe Creek Realignment Project.
The Fisheries Act authorization approving the realignment required the construction of new fish habitat to offset the 915 m portion of the creek that was
fish-bearing. Construction of the FHOP commenced in fall 2020 and is comprised of six fish habitat offsetting sites, located along a 1.5 km portion of the
Wolfe Creek valley, approximately 2.5 km downstream of the mine property.
Five of the sites were designed to improve fish productivity using a series of
meandering spawning channels and overwintering/summer rearing ponds and
the remaining site is designed to improve fish passage.

December 2020, while construction of the improved fish passage site was completed in spring 2021.
A total of 719 trees, 2,157 shrubs, and 8,000 willow/dogwood stakes were
planted in 2021 to support our reclamation activities.
During 2021, we completed the initial effectiveness evaluation, a condition of
the Fisheries Act authorization, which demonstrated that the FHOP was functioning as intended. The evaluation indicated that the habitat suitability index
values were above average to excellent, and that the constructed ponds were
providing a suitable rearing habitat for rainbow trout.

In 2020, we completed construction of the FHOP at Copper Mountain Mine
and conducted riparian planting in 2021. A key part of our water management
strategy is to protect the toe of the East Dam of our Tailings Management Facility (TMF). The FHOP was authorized under the Fisheries Act and was designed
to offset impacts to fish habitat and provide a higher quality habitat than what
previously existed. We completed construction of the fish productivity sites in

In 2022, Copper Mountain received an award for
Outstanding Achievement in Mine Reclamation in the
Metal Mine category from the British Columbia Technical
and Research Committee on Reclamation for work
performed on the Wolfe Creek Realignment and Fish
Habitat Offsetting Plan.

Site 1
Pre-Construction
(October 2020)

Site 1
Post-Construction
(October 2021)
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CASE STUDY

Wolfe Creek Fish Habitat Offsetting Plan
Sites 3 and 4
Pre-Construction
(October 2020)

Sites 3 and 4
Post-Construction
(October 2021)

Existing Wolfe Creek

Sites 5 and 6
Pre-Construction
(October 2020)

Sites 5 and 6
Post-Construction
(October 2021)

Existing Wolfe Creek
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Tailings Management

utilizing a modified centerline construction method.
A small volume of water is contained within the TMF
and is recycled for mineral processing.

OUR APPROACH
Copper Mountain prioritizes safety, transparency, and accountability in our approach to tailings
management. The robust, technical design of our
TMF ensures geotechnical stability, ensuring safe
operations on a consistent basis. The company has
achieved a verified “AA” rating for Tailings Management under TSM standards.

Tailings are the natural, finely ground sand that remains after economic minerals have been removed.
The Copper Mountain Mine tailings are stored
within a natural valley contained by sand dams constructed on each end of the valley. These sand dams
are constructed of coarse, free draining sand
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Designed and constructed in accordance with industry best practices, the Copper Mountain Mine TMF
is continuously managed and reviewed by expert
external third-party qualified professionals as well as
Copper Mountain’s onsite tailings qualified person,
overseen by internal executive accountability.
Copper Mountain works closely with Klohn Crippen
Berger Ltd. (KCB), an internationally-recognized
company with extensive expertise in tailings management. KCB is the Designer of Record for our
TMF and is responsible for the mine’s annual TMF
safety inspections and as-built reports.

CLOSER LOOK

COPPER MOUNTAIN TAILINGS

Modiﬁed center
line contstructed
sand dam

Modiﬁed center
line contstructed
sand dam
Water pond
(recycled for process water)
Phreatic level

Seepage
(discharged or pumped back
based on water quality)

Finger drain

Natural ground
Tailing illustration is not to scale and for discussion purposes only.

Finger drain

Seepage
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A Multi-Faceted Approach to Safety
Through extensive monitoring and third-party reviews,
Copper Mountain has fostered long-term stability to
mitigate potential risks to health, safety, the environment, infrastructure, and communities, including the
threats of climate change and natural disasters.

After the Copper Mountain Mine TMF is closed, it
will drain naturally and will be re-vegetated as part
of the reclamation process. Copper Mountain’s
historical success of our operational shutdown in
the late 1990’s until 2010 gives us confidence in this
reclamation plan for the TMF.

As part of our work to reinforce additional safety and
transparency measures in our tailings management,
Copper Mountain formed an Independent Tailings
Review Board (ITRB) in 2015, consisting of senior independent professionals with a high-level of relevant
technical and international experience. The ITRB reviews our TMF operations through site visits and provides independent advice to the Copper Mountain
Mine General Manager and to the company’s Board
of Directors, ensuring that our TMF is managed to industry best practices. Our semi-annual ITRB meetings
also provide an opportunity for Copper Mountain to
identify areas for continued improvement.

Copper Mountain’s tailings operations achieved a
“AA” rating under the TSM Tailings Management
Protocol.

In 2021, two ITRB reviews assessed that our TMF
meets the ITRB’s expectation of good practice, and
confirmed the Engineer of Record’s judgement that
there are no safety concerns. This multi-faceted
approach to tailings management that combines our
on-site expertise with our ITRB’s technical capabilities, forms our multi-layered approach to ensuring
operational excellence.
Copper Mountain also complies with British Columbia requirements that tailings storage facilities undergo a Dam Safety Review (DSR) every five years.
These DSRs are completed by an independent third
party to ensure a fresh technical perspective for a
complete review of the TMF design, construction
and operation. In 2021, Copper Mountain completed
its second DSR since the mine restarted milling
operations in 2011.

This protocol was first released in 2004 and was
most recently revised in 2019. The TSM program
measures tailings management performance through
five defined indicators:
1 Make commitments related to tailings manage-

ment that are approved and endorsed by senior
leaders within the company.

2 Implement a tailings management system that

reflects best-in-industry guidance to manage
tailings in a sustainable and environmentally
responsible manner including developing plans
to both prepare for and respond to potential
emergencies.
3 Make an executive accountable for ensuring that

an appropriate structure and resources are in
place for responsible tailings management.
4 Review annually to ensure the effectiveness of

corporate governance and tailings management
systems and structures.
5 Manage risks and improve performance by de-

signing and implementing a manual that defines
clear roles, responsibilities, plans, and procedures for tailings management.
Source: MAC TSM Tailings Management Protocol, 2019
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We have also increased our focus on site water quality
management through the creation of an Independent
Water Review Board (IWRB) at the Copper Mountain
Mine in 2021, with the first meeting taking place in early 2022. The IWRB will provide technical oversight of
water management including water quality and a dedicated focus on tailings water quality to complement
the ITRB’s geotechnical focus (see Water Stewardship
for more information on the IWRB).

sumption flows adjusted to maintain the water inventory within the TMF. The semi-arid climate at site results
in a negative water balance providing this important
water management flexibility. The TMF is designed
to contain a Probable Maximum Precipitation event,
further ensuring the geotechnical stability of the TMF.

Our successful operations are only possible by
working closely with our local communities. The TMF
design and operation at the Copper Mountain Mine
are shared and reviewed with community members,
including the USIB and LSIB. We maintain open and
regular communications, including providing fully
transparent, up-to-date information, as well as a
forum to ask questions. We want our communities to
be confident that our TMF is safe, stable, and will not
pose any environmental risk over the long-term.

The semi-arid climate with hot dry summers at the
Copper Mountain Mine requires a dedicated focus
on dust management. Several systems have been
tested to mitigate dust from the TMF, and in 2020,
Copper Mountain implemented a sprinkler system
on the East Dam of our TMF to maintain a moist
sur-face on the top sand layer.

Tailings water is stored within the TMF and utilized for
process water, minimizing the amount of fresh water
required for the operation. A minimum inventory of
water is maintained in the TMF to support the operation throughout the seasons, with freshwater con-

OUR PERFORMANCE
Non-acidic Tailings
At Copper Mountain Mine, the ore body is a low sulfidation, carbonate-hosted copper deposit, resulting
in the tailings from our mine being non-acidic. We
regularly analyze the tailings for Carbonate Neutralization Potential Ratio (CNPR) as part of operational
monitoring quality assurance/quality control to
confirm that they are non-acidic. The below graph
of data since the restart of the mine in 2011 shows
the high neutralization potential of the tailings and
demonstrates the tailings are not acidic.

In 2021, CNPR continued to measure well above 1.5,
the same as in 2020. This metric is monitored
monthly.

CNPR FOR MONTHLY FINAL TAILS COMPOSITES

CNPR

As part of our ongoing commitment to transparency,
our TMF annual reports and expansion studies, terms
of reference for the ITRB, and TSM evaluations are
available on our website at www.CuMtn.com.
Robust Operation, Monitoring, and Surveillance
Practices
We have robust instruments in place to monitor
phreatic water levels within the dams and to monitor other key controls. This performance is monitored as part of regular operations by the site team
and the TMF Engineer of Record.
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Water Stewardship
OUR APPROACH
Copper Mountain manages both water quality and
quantity, recognizing that water is a critical shared
resource that is both essential to our business and
vital to maintaining functional and healthy ecosystems. We strive to minimize our impact on water
resources and are committed to enhancing the
quality of water resources with which we interact.
Our water stewardship decisions are informed by
open and collaborative communication with government agencies, First Nations, the public, and local
stakeholders.

Copper Mountain’s approach to responsible water
management and stewardship adheres to the MAC’s
TSM Water Stewardship Protocol and is guided by
our Environmental Policy. Copper Mountain’s Water
Management Plan (WMP) details our water management practices, with the objective of ensuring
efficient use of water resources and protection of
watercourses and water quality during operation,
closure and post closure activities at the Copper
Mountain Mine site. Our WMP directs our water
use, area-specific water management measures,
monitoring and reporting, and includes a robust
operations, maintenance and surveillance program,
which ensures water management systems are maintained and functioning properly.
While mining activities at our sites pose a minimal
risk to water quality, Copper Mountain employs a
comprehensive water quality monitoring program
to ensure that water quality levels adhere to regulations and has specific management plans to effectively manage parameters that have been identified
as constituents of potential concern at the source.

ENVIRONMENT
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We also have a robust metal leaching and acid rock
drainage monitoring program that provides Copper
Mountain with early detection alerting the company
of the need to modify how we manage rock materials, which ultimately impacts water quality.

The IWRB ensures that we are operating to global
best practices, that we are mitigating environmental impacts from the site, and providing technical
oversight of water management including water
quality and quantity. Copper Mountain accepts recommendations from the IWRB as best management
practices and dedicates the necessary resources to
implement its recommendations.

Copper Mountain also conducts monitoring at special interest locations to provide a complete view of
water quality in and around the Copper Mountain
Mine site, and reports on regulated discharges under the federal Metal and Diamond Mining Effluent
Regulations (MDMER) and provincially under the
B.C. Environmental Management Act (EMA).
We have an adaptive management strategy, in which
we test, monitor, evaluate applied strategies, and
incorporate new knowledge into management approaches to minimize impacts from our operations.
For the Copper Mountain Mine, we use the results
of our 2019 Best Achievable Technology assessment
to inform water management decisions and mitigation measures to further protect the environment.
Copper Mountain is committed to increasing
transparency around water management by sharing
water-related performance publicly, engaging and
soliciting input from stakeholders, and conducting
audits on our water management systems. In 2021,
we commissioned an independent five-year review
of the Copper Mountain Mine’s environmental
monitoring results and management systems. The
review confirmed that we have a robust monitoring
program. The review recommended a few additional groundwater monitoring wells, which will be
installed later this year. This is the second five-year
review completed since restart of operations.

OUR PERFORMANCE
Copper Mountain has been diligently working and
achieving positive results in our efforts to:
● r educe

freshwater usage;

● r educe

water discharge; and

● increase

net contact water collection.

In 2021, we continued to upgrade our water management infrastructure through the construction of
several contact water pumpback projects. We also
upgraded our environmental monitoring system to
a database platform that increases data collection
efficiency and allows for real time data analysis.
In addition, we are reducing our water use by maximizing the amount of water being reclaimed from
our TMF. At the Copper Mountain Mine, this has
resulted in a significant decrease in the amount of
freshwater we draw from the nearby Similkameen
River, and has allowed our processing plant to use
an average of 70% reclaimed water. While we use
reclaimed water as process water to our maximum
extent possible, a supply of freshwater to the concentrator facility is required. For the Copper Mountain Mine, that source is the Similkameen River.
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WATER PERFORMANCE: 2021

35%

Decrease in
freshwater use

94%

Decrease in water
discharged

91%

Increase in net
contact water
collected
compared to 2019 baseline levels
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Copper Mountain Mine currently only has one
discharge location. This discharge, known as East
Dam seepage, is located on the east side of the site,
and is comprised of seepage collected from the
toe of the East Dam of the TMF and is discharged
into Wolfe Creek. For much of the year, this water
is pumped back to the TMF. No water treatment of
this discharge is required.

Risks and Opportunities
Copper Mountain’s primary water-related risk is
associated with the management of contact water
from the TMF, pit water, and non-economic rock
storage areas – the principal sources of constituents
of potential concern. We are addressing this risk by
implementing the recommendations from the 2019
Best Achievable Technology assessment, most of
which aim to protect water quality in Wolfe Creek
by reducing mine site contributions to the creek.
This will be achieved by having the flexibility to
discharge to the Similkameen River instead, a permit
amendment for which is currently in progress. Copper Mountain is also investigating a secondary Best
Achievable Technology assessment looking at the
feasibility of improving Wolfe Creek water quality
by trialing a semi-passive treatment system.

We are addressing all recent water management
events through a site-wide water management
system upgrade. This upgrade includes the installation or upgrade of nine water pumpback systems,
updates to our WMP including specific training on
water management roles and responsibilities for
diligent operation, maintenance and surveillance of
water management systems, the addition of several
dedicated full-time positions to water system monitoring, and our continued commitment to reducing
the risk of water-related incidents occurring on site.
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~70%
Mill feed sourced from reclaimed
water fromTMF pond

Copper Mountain used 18,125
megalitres of reclaimed water in
our operations, in 2021

WATER STEWARDSHIP PERFORMANCE: 2021

5,850 1,550 5,344 1,092 1,850 431
Water withdrawn1 (ML)

Water discharged2 (ML)

Water consumed3 (ML)

Change in water
storage4 (ML)

Net contact water
collected5 (ML)

Water Withdrawn includes freshwater withdrawal from the Similkameen River.
Water Discharged includes regulated discharges only, as per Copper Mountain’s EMA Permit 00261.
3
Water Consumed includes water locked up in tailings pore space.
4
Change in Water Storage is the change in TMF pond volume.
5
Net Contact Water Collected is the difference between the key site water inputs and outputs, representing a measure of how much mine-influenced water (MIW) is being captured.
1

2

Water withdrawal
intensity (L/t of
mill feed)
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Waste Management

developed systems to reuse and recycle waste
streams as much as possible, and have worked with
our suppliers to develop robust and innovative
systems to manage non-hazardous and hazardous
waste products in a responsible manner.

OUR APPROACH
Copper Mountain’s operations generate both mineral and non-mineral waste streams that need to be
managed properly to reduce the potential environmental and social impact of our operations. Mineral
waste includes waste generated through the mining
and mineral processing steps and includes non-economic rock (i.e. waste rock) and tailings. Non-mineral
waste is categorized as either hazardous or non-hazardous. At the Copper Mountain Mine, hazardous
waste includes waste oil, solvents, paints, antifreeze,
batteries, and fluorescent tubes while non-hazardous waste includes cardboard, paper, glass, scrap
metal, tires, and wood waste.

Copper Mountain has a strong track record of efficiently utilizing resources to reduce waste. We have
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By volume, mineral waste streams are by far the
most significant at our operations, with the majority
being non-economic rock, which is produced during
the extraction of ore. Non-economic rock storage
areas and our TMF are both designed and inspected
by independent third-party subject matter experts
to meet industry best management practices.
Non-economic rock storage areas are designed and
inspected by qualified independent geotechnical
professionals. The TMF is designed and inspected
by a combination of qualified tailings professionals.

OUR PERFORMANCE
Mineral Waste
Mineral waste generated by the Copper Mountain
Mine in 2021 compared to previous years is shown
in the figure below. In 2021, 13.2 million tonnes of
tailings and 43.5 million tonnes of non-economic
rock was generated.
Non-Mineral Waste
We recycle several types of scrap metals, and we
separate scrap metals for recycling by metallurgy
to increase scrap value generated for higher value
metals, reduce overall recycle costs, and increase
supplier recycling efficiency. In 2021, Copper
Mountain reached an agreement with Kal Tire to
recycle haul truck tires — recycling 110 in the year.

OUR PERFORMANCE

110 haul truck tires
recycled in partnership
with Kal Tire

MINERAL WASTE GENERATION: 2019-2021
60
50
40

20
10
0
2019

2020

2021

Tailings

14.5

14.2

13.2

Non-Economic Rock

49.6

40.9

43.5

(Million Tonnes)
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Health and Safety
OUR APPROACH
We are committed to achieving Zero Harm at our
sites. “Every day, every shift, everyone goes home
safe” is one of our core values.

timely manner;
OUR TARGETS

Zero harm at our operations

● 

Copper Mountain has defined Total Injury Frequency (TIF) rate as the key metric to hold ourselves
accountable. TIF rate is the number of lost time
injuries (LTI), recordable medical aids, non-recordable medical aids, and first aids per 200,000 hours
worked. By proactively engaging with employees
through the use of various tools related to hazard
identification and risk management, we are reducing
unsafe behaviours, which has the effect of significantly reducing our TIF rate a key lagging indicator.
The Copper Mountain Mine maintains a Joint Occupational Health, Safety & Environmental Committee
(JOHSEC), made up of approximately 30 representatives, with representation from each crew.
The JOHSEC representatives are Safety Leaders
committed to working together to reduce risk in
the workplace. JOHSEC representatives conduct
monthly group inspections of an area of the mine
site, complete a full annual inspection of the full site,
and meet monthly to discuss safety performance
and opportunities for improvement.
Copper Mountain identifies and manages risk
through:
● r equiring

that employees complete and document at least one Stop-Look-Assess-Manage work
pre-inspection program per shift;

● increasing

our focus on Visible Felt Leadership,
and conducting over 400 engagements in 2021;

TIF rate of 17 in 2022,
with a stretch target of 14

● 

●

using a Flash Reporting system to record near miss
and hazard events in the workplace, provide a
learning program and determine whether further
investigation into the root cause and potential
mitigation options is warranted;

●a


Copper Mountain Mine Dust Task Force that
meets annually to discuss Occupational Health
& Hygiene risks, with the purpose of considering
how to further reduce the risk of exposures in the
workplace;

●

team-based risk assessments that include input
from representatives from management, Health &
Safety personnel, JOHSEC, subject matter
experts, and supervisors;

● t he

●

logging all follow-up actions identified in investigations, risk assessments, JOHSEC meetings and
health & safety inspections in a Health & Safety
Action Tracker, which is reviewed by the Copper
Mountain Mine General Manager, the Health &
Safety Manager, and management on a regular
basis to ensure actions are being addressed.

maintenance of a highly trained Mine Rescue /
Emergency Response 45-member team trained in
accordance with the B.C. Mines Act and prepared
to respond to mine site emergencies and provide
quick emergency and medical support to the full
site team;

● t he

hiring of an Injury Management Coordinator in
2020 responsible for leading the proactive completion of musculoskeletal injury assessments to
prevent injuries and completing assessments if a
musculoskeletal injury has occurred on site; and

2021 Copper Mountain Mining Corporation ESG Report

construction of a new Health, Safety and
Security Building in 2021, which will be the base of
the full time Primary Care Paramedics providing a
high level of first aid care and injury management,
which is expected to further reduce the TIF rate.

HEALTH AND SAFETY
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● t he

TOTAL INJURY FREQUENCY: 2012 - 2021
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Our Performance
The TIF rate for the Copper Mountain Mine in 2021
was 17, which represents a 32% decrease compared
to 25 in 2020. Over the past three years, we have
achieved a 45% reduction in TIF rate. We are targeting to maintain and improve upon our 2021 TIF rate
of 17 for 2022, with a stretch target of 14.

Effective injury management has contributed to
Copper Mountain’s 53% reduction in LTI frequency
from 1.58 in 2020 to 0.84 in 2021.

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

.94

1.61

–

–

0.65

1.05

1.64

1.81

1.58

0.84

–

–

–

–

1.09

1.67

0.21

1.00

1.19

1.12

MEDICAL AID

5.90

5.28

5.54

5.34

3.93

5.86

3.29

3.41

3.56

2.25

FIRST AID

26.91

27.09

22.57

21.57

25.32

26.16

25.67

16.87

18.60

12.78

TIF

33.75

33.98

28.11

26.91

31.00

34.74

30.81

23.09

24.94

16.99

LTI
RECORDABLE MEDICAL AID
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Social
OUR APPROACH
Supporting Our People, Strengthening Our
Communities
We recognize the responsibility we have to our
people and the communities in which we have the
privilege to operate. Copper Mountain acknowledges that we operate on the unceded territories of the
of the Upper Similkameen Indian Band (USIB) and
the Lower Similkameen Indian Band (LSIB) in British
Columbia, and the traditional lands and waters of
the Kalkadoon People in Queensland, Australia.

receive and respond to concerns, as well as to keep
communities apprised of activities and developments.
The Town of Princeton is the base community for the
Copper Mountain Mine, and as the largest local employer, we strive to employ from local communities
and the regional district. Our focus is maximizing local
hire and training team members in their personal
growth to support career development and promotion from within. We support community events
including local sports and recreation, and the Copper
Mountain Mine has been included in a town boundary extension, allowing taxes to go directly from the
Copper Mountain Mine to the local community.

Our People
Copper Mountain is committed to diversity, continuous improvement and creating an environment where
all employees feel welcome, safe, and supported.

Building diversity into our workforce is a key priority
as we continue to grow our company and expand operations in Canada and Australia. We recognize that
different life experiences, backgrounds, and mindsets
are key to driving innovative problem-solving, and we
hire and promote people from all walks of life.

The Copper Mountain Mine has participation
agreements in place with the USIB and the LSIB, as
well as support from the Town of Princeton and the
province of British Columbia.
At the Eva Copper Project, we have an agreement
with the Kalkadoon People covering the development and operation of the project.
The Town of Cloncurry is the base of operations
for the Eva Copper Project and the objective is to
maximize local hiring and procurement.
Community and Indigenous Support
Copper Mountain deeply values its relationships
with local towns and Indigenous communities, and
recognizes that their support enables Copper
Mountain’s continued success. Copper Mountain
works to continue to build these positive and mutually-beneficial relationships.

The foundation of our community and Indigenous
relationships is trust, transparency, and open dialogue. We actively engage with local communities to

We are proud to have achieved a “AAA” rating under
the TSM standard for Aboriginal and Community
Outreach. This rating recognizes, along with other
indicators, that Copper Mountain has processes in
place to support the development of meaningful
relationships with communities of interest, to mitigate adverse community impacts and optimize social
benefits generated from mining, and to actively build
meaningful relationships and implement engagement
and decision-making with Indigenous communities.

Copper Mountain does not discriminate based on
race, ethnicity, faith, sex, gender expression, sexual
orientation, or disability status.
A majority of our workforce is local, with approximately 77% of employees living locally. We track the
proportion of our workforce that identify as female
and Indigenous as key performance indicators, with
the intention of increasing female and Indigenous
diversity employment.
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We invest in our people, providing opportunities for
employees to enhance their skills through training
and promoting from within our organization. The
Copper Mountain Mine was recognized by the
British Columbia Training Authority in 2016 for our
excellent Industrial Trades Development Program
and our commitment to training apprentices and
investing in B.C.’s skilled labour workforce.

and high school students, who serve in important seasonal roles at the Copper Mountain Mine each year.

Copper Mountain pays for tuition, textbooks, living
out allowance, and wages for all employees accepted into the apprenticeship program. Since the
program’s inception in 2012, 34 apprentices have
successfully achieved the Red Seal standard of
excellence in the skilled trades.

Globally, 15.9% of our workforce was female in 2021,
an increase of 51% over six years. For 2022, we have
set a target for 25% of global new hires to be female
to deliver a year-end target of 18% female employees.

We are also passionate about developing mining
talent in British Columbia. Copper Mountain hires
summer students, including undergraduate, technical,

OUR PERFORMANCE
As of December 31, 2021, the Copper Mountain
workforce totaled 542 employees globally, with 497
employees at the Copper Mountain Mine in Princeton, B.C., 14 employees in Queensland, Australia,
and 31 corporate employees.

As of the end of 2021, 15.4% of the Copper Mountain Mine workforce self-identified as Indigenous. In
2022, we have set a target for 20% of new Copper
Mountain hires to be Indigenous, with a year-end
target of 17% Indigenous employees.
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OUR PERFORMANCE: 2021

15.9% of our workforce
identify as women
● 15.4% of our workforce
identify as Indigenous
●



OUR TARGET: 2022

25% women, global new
hires
● 20% Indigenous, new
CMM hires
●
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SOCIAL

CASE STUDY

Supporting the Community: Our Emergency Response to
the Town of Princeton Flooding
We value the relationship we have with the Town of Princeton and recognize the responsibility we have to
support the community, especially during a time of emergency.
In November 2021, a state of emergency was declared in the Town of Princeton in response to the severe
flooding caused by heavy rainfall that had the Tulameen river overflowing its bank and breaching dikes.
To help the community, we undertook numerous initiatives. We provided mine equipment and riprap material to help stabilize the banks of the Tulameen River while two of our mine site managers were stationed
in town to work with the Emergency Operations Center to coordinate response efforts. We volunteered in
municipally-organized efforts such as conducting door-to-door wellness checks.
We also helped residents by mobilizing four cleanup and pumping teams to help remove water from flooded homes. Emergency supplies, heaters, blankets and mattresses were donated and distributed throughout
the community. In addition, food and water were also supplied with an average of approximately 170 meals
per day being distributed or provided in town. We are proud of our team for acting quickly, opening up their
homes and coming together to help the community.
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CEO MESSAGE
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GOVERNANCE
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Governance
A Foundation of Leadership & Accountability
Copper Mountain’s leadership instills a shared vision,
mission and core values that guide the implementation of our ESG initiatives and embed ESG principles
into every facet of our operation. We believe that
these principles not only fulfill our ambitious sustainability goals, but also help our business grow.

We recognize that diversity at all levels of the company is key to fostering an innovative and collaborative environment. At our Board of Directors level,
our Corporate Governance Committee considers
the best mix of skills, experience, and diversity to
strengthen the company’s operational goals when
considering new director candidates. Our Board renewal process resulted in the addition of eight new
directors within the last four years, all with complementary and value-added skills. The average tenure
of directors is approximately two years, and seven
out of eight directors (88%) are independent.
Copper Mountain has a Diversity Policy, which provides that our Corporate Governance Committee
will consider a variety of factors in identifying and
considering potential candidates for the Board and,
at least annually, will discuss objectives for increasing diversity. In April 2022, the Board committed to
achieving a Board composition by the end of 2022
of at least 30% women directors and included such
commitment in the Diversity Policy. Currently, three
of our eight directors are women, representing approximately 38% of the Board. We also have internal goals and commitments to hiring diverse team
members at all levels of the company.

Our Corporate Social Responsibility Committee
assists the Board in overseeing the company’s
safety, health, environmental, corporate social
responsibility, community relations, and human
rights programs, policies and performance. This is
an integral part of Copper Mountain’s commitment
to developing, operating, and closing its mines in a
safe and responsible manner. The committee’s work
prioritizes the health and safety of employees and
the long-term and mutually beneficial relationships
with host governments, communities, First Nations,
and our employees, while working to minimize and
mitigate the social and environmental impacts of our
activities.
In 2022, Don Strickland returned to his position of
Chief Operating Officer, after serving as Copper
Mountain’s first Executive Vice President, Sustainability. Copper Mountain has created a Vice President, Sustainability role to work with the Chief Operating Officer and his team to continue advancing
Copper Mountain’s sustainability focus. This change
in reporting structure reflects the integration of our
Sustainability and People objectives fully within the
company’s operations and growth initiatives.
Further, Copper Mountain recently embedded a
separate and specific ESG scorecard into the compensation framework of our management team.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE SNAPSHOT

8

7
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Size of
Board of
Directors

Number of
independent
directors

Percentage of
women on Board
of Directors

Diversity representation on the
Board & executive management

✔

Diversity Policy

✔

Code of Business Conduct & Ethics

✔

Board & Executive Share
Ownership Policy

✔

Directors elected annually

✔

Directors elected individually

✔

New director orientation plan

✔

Regular board & committee
assessment

✔

Whistleblower Policy

✔

Say-On-Pay

✔
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GOVERNANCE

Strong Corporate Governance
Copper Mountain operates to the highest standards of corporate governance and ethics. We have
a strong policy framework that reflects our ESG
priorities and ensures that our decision-making for
day-to-day operations connects to our high-level ESG goals. We have high expectations for our
corporate governance program and believe it is a
defining factor in the successful and sustainable operation of our business. In early 2022, we completed
a comprehensive review of our charters and policies
to ensure alignment with governance standards and
best practices. Our Code of Business Conduct and
Ethics details our high expectations of conducting
business with integrity; these principles apply to our
Board of Directors and every one of our employees.

directly or anonymously, can notify us and our
Audit Committee of potential violations or concerns
regarding certain conduct. Reports of potential violations or concerns can be made to our Vice President, General Counsel and Corporate Secretary or
the Chair of our Audit Committee.

The Audit Committee of our Board of Directors has
the responsibility for, among other things, overseeing compliance with our Code of Business Conduct
and Whistleblower Policy and reporting to the
Board with respect thereto. Our Whistleblower Policy outlines procedures by which employees, either
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Our other policies ensuring that Copper Mountain
operates to the highest standards include:
●E
 nvironmental

Policy;

●T
 imely

Disclosure and Confidentiality Policy; and

● I nsider

Trading Policy.

Transparency and Accountability
Copper Mountain is committed to the transparent
and continuous disclosure of all our programs, including our ESG programs. We continue to provide
regular updates on the progress under our ESG
initiatives to a wide range of stakeholders.

We have wholly-adopted the MAC’s TSM standards
that promote accountability, transparency, and
credibility. As a globally recognized sustainability

program, TSM requires third-party verification and
its protocols are continuously audited and assessed
against current standards. Copper Mountain has
dedicated teams for each TSM protocol and the
status of each protocol achievement is regularly
reviewed by management, our Corporate Social Responsibility Committee and our Board of Directors.
In 2021, Copper Mountain met or exceeded all of our
sustainability targets, which were to achieve a “Yes”
or at least an “A” rating on each of the TSM protocols.
We comply with the Extractive Sector Transparency
Measures Act (ESTMA) requirements and report
our payments to all levels of government in Canada
and abroad. Our annual ESTMA reports are available on our website at www.CuMtn.com.
2021 TSM PROTOCOL RATINGS

Aboriginal and
Community Outreach
Biodiversity Conservations
Management
Cris Management
Planning

Yes

Energy Use and Greenhouse
Gas Management
Child and Forced Labour
Free Certification
Safety and
Health
Copper Mountain received TSM’s
environmental excellence award
in recognition of our Trolley Assist
project in May 2022

Tailings
Management
Water
Stewardship

Yes
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Our ESG Journey
ESG has been part of our approach and operations
for many years and we are proud to tell the story
of our progress to this point and look forward to
continuing our ESG journey.
The process of putting this report together has
proven to be a very important part of that journey.
There were lessons learned not only about our
accomplishments, but also about areas for improvement. We began to formalize our ESG efforts in
2020 by adopting the TSM framework to provide
tangible goals and clear reporting. We are pleased
with the ratings we have achieved and are committed to continuous improvement.
Writing the report also helped us focus on governance and assurance around our ESG processes,
including at the Board level. Creating and adopting
an ESG metric for our performance based executive
compensation created a significant and tangible
focus on achieving ESG goals.
The table that follows provides a summary of the
key metrics we have reported on in this report and
we will update it in our next report to demonstrate
our performance year-over-year.

OUR ESG JOURNEY
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REPORTING DATA

ENVIRONMENT
Energy
Energy Consumed (GJ)
Energy Intensity1 (GJ/t Cu eq)
Emissions

Scope 1 (tCO2e)
Scope 2 (tCO2e)
Carbon Intensity1,2 (tCO2e/t Cu eq)
Reclamation
Total Area Disturbed (ha) (as of Dec 31, 2021)
Total Area Reclaimed (ha) (as of Dec 31, 2021)
Annual Area Reclaimed (ha)
Tailings
Carbonate Neutralization Potential Ratio (CNPR)
(CNPR < 1.5 is classified as PAG3)
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PERFORMANCE
2019
2020

2021

3. Potentially Acid Generating (PAG)

2024

2,839,455
63

2,960,343
62

104,640
15,145
3.03

83,440
19,664
2.30

92,087
4,777
2.02

7.7

28.3

1,586
201
17.0

25

25

25

> 1.5

> 1.5

> 1.5

> 1.5

> 1.5

> 1.5

-

-

5,850
1,550
5,344
1,092
1,850
431
35%
94%
91%
70%

14.5
49.6
-

14.2
40.9
-

13.2
43.5
110

1. Energy and carbon intensity ratios based on tonnes of copper equivalent, which were 39,505, 44,856, and 47,898 t Cu eq, for 2019, 2020, and 2021, respectively
2. Carbon intensity ratio based on Scope 1 & Scope 2 emissions

TARGETS
2023

3,001,681
76

Water

Water Withdrawn (ML)
Water Discharged (ML)
Water Consumed (ML)
Change in Water Storage (ML)
Net Contact Water Collected (ML)
Water Withdrawal Intensity (L/t of mill feed)
% Decrease in Water Withdrawn (since 2019)
% Decrease in Water Discharged (since 2019)
% Increase in Net Contact Water Collected (since 2019)
% Mill feed that is reclaimed from TMF pond (annual average)
Waste
Tailings Generated (Million Tonnes)
Non-Economic Rock Generated (Million Tonnes)
Haul Truck Tires Recycled (#)

2022

2025

1.80

> 1.5
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REPORTING DATA

HEALTH & SAFETY

Visible Felt Leadership (VFL) Enagements (#)
Lost Time Injury (LTI) (#)
Recordable Medical Aid (#)
Medical Aid (#)
First Aid (#)
Total Injury Frequency (TIF)
% Decrease in Total Injury Frequency (TIF) (since 2020)
% Decrease in Lost Time Injury (LTI) (since 2020)
SOCIAL
Diversity/Our People
Total Employees4
% Women Employees4
% Increase in Women Employees4 (since 2015)
% Women New Hires4
% Indigenous Employees (at CMM)
% Indigenous New Hires (at CMM)
% Local Employees (at CMM)
GOVERNANCE
% Independent Directors (as of 2022)
% Women Directors (as of 2022)
4. Globally
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PERFORMANCE
2019
2020

2021

1.81
1.00
3.41
16.87
23.09
-

1.58
1.19
3.56
18.60
24.94
-

400
0.84
1.12
2.25
12.78
16.99
32%
53%

-

-

542
15.9%
51%
15.4%
77%

-

-

88% (7/8)
38% (3/8)

2022

14 - 17

25%
20%

30%

TARGETS
2023

2024

2025

CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
This report may contain “forward looking information” within the meaning of Canadian securities legislation and “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the United States Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
of 1995 (collectively, “forward-looking statements”). These forward-looking statements are made as of the date of this document and Copper Mountain does not intend, and does not assume any obligation, to update these
forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required under applicable securities legislation.
All statements, other than statements of historical facts, are forward-looking statements. Generally, forward-looking statements relate to future events or future performance and reflect our expectations or beliefs regarding
future events.
In certain circumstances, forward-looking statements can be identified, but are not limited to, statements which use terminology such as “plans”, “expects”, “estimates”, “intends”, “anticipates”, “believes”, “forecasts”, “guidance”, scheduled”, “target” or variations of such words, or statements that certain actions, events or results “may”, “could”, “would”, “might”, “occur” or “be achieved” or the negative of these terms or comparable terminology.
In this report, certain forward-looking statements are identified, including anticipated production at the Copper Mountain Mine and the Eva Copper Project, the effects of laws, regulations and government policies affecting
our operations or potential future operations, achievement of the objectives stated in this report, events that may affect our operations and development projects, and business and acquisition strategies. Forward-looking
statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that could cause actual results, performance, achievements and opportunities to differ materially from those implied by such forward-looking
statements. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from these forward-looking statements include, among others, the successful exploration of Copper Mountain’s properties in Canada and Australia,
market price, continued availability of capital and financing and general economic, market or business conditions, extreme weather events, material and labour shortages, the reliability of the historical data referenced in
this report and risks set out in Copper Mountain’s public documents, including in each management’s discussion and analysis and Copper Mountain’s most recent annual information form, filed on SEDAR at www.sedar.com.
Although Copper Mountain has attempted to identify important factors that could cause our actual results, performance, achievements and opportunities to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements, there may be other factors that cause Copper Mountain’s results, performance, achievements and opportunities not to be as anticipated, estimated or intended. While Copper Mountain believes that the information
and assumptions used in preparing the forward-looking statements are reasonable, undue reliance should not be placed on these statements, which only apply as of the date of this report, and no assurance can be given that
such events will occur in the disclosed time frames or at all. Accordingly, readers should not place undue reliance on Copper Mountain’s forward-looking statements.

